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The Goals of the Workshop were as follows: 
 

1. Define what a Module-0 is. 
2. What do we require it to do? 
3. What are the priorities? 
4. Who will do what tasks? 

  
The results of the discussions were as follows: 
 
1. A Module-0 is a misnomer and will now be referred to as a Demonstrator (Demo). The 
Demo will combine all the technologies (except the final adc/clustering/zero-
suppression electronics) in a single module demonstrating that it is feasible to produce such 
a detector and a full SciFi Tracker consisting of 12 planes  of such modules would meet the 
tracking requirements for LHCb. Prototypes will be constructed at intervals over this spring 
and summer resulting in a viable demo by this fall. 
  
2. Each component must meet certain criteria and then be combined with the other 
technologies. 
    a.) The fibre mats must be produced with an intrinsic relative fibre straightness. (the other 
fibres in a mat with respect to a single fibre). The mat must then be molded/cast, and the 
overall alignment is ensured to be straight relative to a  global alignment marking system. 
    b.) The carbon fibre(CF)-Honeycomb support sandwiches must have their flatness and 
curvature measured. Several sandwiches will be produced with dummy fibre material 
and real fibre mats of 0.5m up to 2m length. A 2.5m or 5m sandwich with production fibre 
mats would ideally be produced. Dummy sandwiches will be used for cooling, bending and 
mounting tests. Sandwiches with finished fibre mats will be used for cooling and readout 
tests. The Demo modules will be of a single fibre layer design (mono-layer) as a 
demonstration of the simplest robust design. Bi-layers are an option for the full fibre 
tracker, but will benefit from the mono-layer demo construction and tests. Total radiation 
lengths and construction precision are a the driving factors for each option.  
   c.) The SiPM and electronics will be integrated in a module endcap enclosure with 25ns 
shaping time with the SiPMs thermal cycled from  to +40C to -50C. A signal readout system 
for the demo module using the BEETLE chip will likely be used connected via a flex-PCB 
cable to the SiPM. 
    d.) The cooling will likely be a 1 or 2 stage liquid cooling pressed to the back of the SiPM 
substrate. The endcap enclosure and CF sandwich ends will need to be thermally insulated 
to quarantee the outer surfaces are above the dew-point and that the heat load is 
minimized. The enclosure will be flushed with a dry nitrogen gas to reduce the internal dew 
point. 
    e.) A few work-packages have been generally defined and small groups will be assembled 
to design and assemble the prototypes and measure each of the components and their 
combinations to ensure that they meet the design criteria necessary to determine and 
ensure the feasibility of a scintillating fibre tracker detector. A common repository will be 



created and will be the baseline design everyone will follow. Changes to the design will be 
presented and agreed upon at general meetings. This will be managed by Imperial College. 
  
3. The production schedule of and the ability to align fibre mats have been highlighted 
as important items to resolve. Smaller, unfinished 1m mats have been produced, but some 
issues of quality remain and are being debugged.  CF-sandwiches will be acquired as early as 
possible with dummy fibre material to ensure they are of suitable quality. A quote for the 
preliminary test dummy has already been received. The cooling system and enclosure needs 
a preliminary design to produce the first real prototypes. A meeting is already planned to 
begin this task. The SiPMs and readout electronics suffer from  supply issues. However,  it is 
assumed the prototypes can be partially instrumented to be duplicated by two different 
institutions. A detail schedule for the entire Demo project needs to be prepared and should 
be one of the first tasks to ensure the first Demo is finished in a reasonable time scale.  
  
4. Dortmund with support from Heidelberg will produce fibre mats beginning with shorter 
lengths extending the lengths with progress, introducing the alignment and 
finishing procedures. Mirroring studies and tests will be a project with CERN and Imperial 
members and integrated with the fibre mats. Heidelberg will acquire or assemble the 
prototype CF-sandwiches for flatness measurements and the provide sandwiches for other 
groups that require them for their tests. The SiPMs and electronics will be tested and 
assembled by the CERN group, EPFL and Russian members. CERN, IC and EPFL will carry out 
R&D to determine the technology for cooling. CERN will provide simulation and Imperial 
College will also provide  the design drawings for the module and produce the designed 
endcap   enclosures with input from all the groups.  
 
Overall, it was a successful workshop and I think everyone came away with a better 
understanding of the tasks involved, who will do them, and a good understanding of when 
things can be completed by. There will be a lot of work to be done over the next few 
months, but I think we should be able to complete everything in a reasonable time span, 
barring any significant or unforeseen delays.  
 


